






With the Test Suite object, you can group tests to run them like an execution unit. Also, you 

can set the order in which they will execute, set if they retry in the event of an error, and set to 

stop the execution when some of them fail. 

Additionally, you can set setup and tear down procedures to be executed before and after the 

execution of the tests.





In GeneXus, it is possible to create a Test Suite that defines a sequence of tests that can be 

run in the specified order with several execution settings.



So, you will be able to create Test Suites grouping tests by a specific criterion such as 

functionality.





To create a Test Suite, select File > New > Object > Test >Test Suite



After creating the object, you can include tests inside it by dragging 

and dropping from KB explorer or by typing their names in every new 

line in the same way you add variables. You can also reorder them 

and set their properties selecting each test line.



The Test Suite has a list of properties that you can set. 

For example, the Setup Object is an object that you can set to run 

before running the suite, typically to call some procedure to set the 

database status. The Teardown object is called after running the 

tests. 

Continue On Error and Retries On Error properties are analogous to 

the properties for the tests inside suites. They allow you to choose 

whether continuing or not executing following suites in case the 

current suite fails, and to retry the current suite if it fails, respectively.



Let’s run the created suite! 



Execution results are shown in the Tests Results window. By default, if a 

test fails, the next ones are executed. You can change this behavior setting 

the Continue on error property to False. In the same way, you could set to 

retry a test if it fails in the context of the Test Suite.




